
Homesick: A Novel by Kate Klise
Homesick is a novel by Kate Klise that tells the story of a young girl named
Sarah who is sent away from her home to live with her aunt and uncle in a
small town. Sarah is homesick and lonely, but she eventually makes friends
and finds a new sense of belonging.
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Sarah is a bright and curious girl, but she is also shy and introverted. She
has always been close to her parents, and she is devastated when they
send her away. Sarah's aunt and uncle are kind and welcoming, but they
are also very different from her parents. Sarah's aunt is a strict and
religious woman, while her uncle is a quiet and gentle man. Sarah
struggles to adjust to her new life, and she often feels like an outsider.

One day, Sarah meets a girl named Lucy. Lucy is outgoing and friendly, and
she quickly becomes Sarah's best friend. Lucy helps Sarah to come out of
her shell, and she introduces her to a group of other friends. Sarah begins
to feel more at home in her new town, and she starts to make new
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memories. However, Sarah still misses her parents, and she often feels
homesick.

As Sarah grows older, she begins to understand her parents' reasons for
sending her away. She realizes that they wanted her to have a better life
than they could provide for her in their small town. Sarah is grateful for her
aunt and uncle's love and support, and she knows that they will always be
there for her. She also realizes that she has made a new home for herself
in her new town.

Homesick is a heartwarming and moving story about the power of
friendship and the importance of finding a place where you belong.

Character Analysis

Sarah is a complex and well-developed character. She is a shy and
introverted girl, but she is also bright and curious. She is struggling to
adjust to her new life, but she is also determined to make the best of it.
Sarah is a relatable character, and readers will root for her as she
navigates the challenges of adolescence.

Lucy is a bright and outgoing girl. She is Sarah's best friend, and she helps
her to come out of her shell. Lucy is a loyal and supportive friend, and she
is always there for Sarah.

Sarah's aunt and uncle are kind and welcoming, but they are also very
different from her parents. Sarah's aunt is a strict and religious woman,
while her uncle is a quiet and gentle man. Sarah struggles to adjust to their
different parenting styles, but she eventually comes to appreciate their love
and support.



Themes

Homesick explores a number of important themes, including the power of
friendship, the importance of finding a place where you belong, and the
challenges of adolescence.

Sarah's friendship with Lucy is a central theme of the novel. Lucy helps
Sarah to come out of her shell and to make new friends. She also helps
Sarah to see the good in her new town. Sarah's friendship with Lucy is a
reminder of the power of friendship and the importance of finding people
who make you feel accepted and loved.

Another important theme of the novel is the importance of finding a place
where you belong. Sarah struggles to feel at home in her new town, but
she eventually finds a sense of belonging through her friendship with Lucy
and her other friends. Sarah's journey is a reminder that it is important to
find a place where you feel accepted and loved.

Finally, Homesick explores the challenges of adolescence. Sarah is
struggling to adjust to her new life and to figure out who she is. She is also
dealing with the challenges of puberty and the pressure to fit in. Sarah's
journey is a reminder that adolescence is a difficult time, but it is also a time
of growth and discovery.

Homesick is a heartwarming and moving story about the power of
friendship, the importance of finding a place where you belong, and the
challenges of adolescence. Sarah is a complex and well-developed
character, and readers will root for her as she navigates the challenges of
adolescence. The novel is beautifully written and emotionally resonant. It is



a must-read for anyone who has ever felt homesick or who is struggling to
find their place in the world.
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Fiddle Primer for Beginners Deluxe Edition:
Your Comprehensive Guide to Fiddle Playing
Embark on an extraordinary musical journey with 'Fiddle Primer for
Beginners Deluxe Edition,' the ultimate guide to mastering the fiddle.
This...

An Enchanting Journey into the Alluring World
of Danielle Steel's Country Novels
Danielle Steel is an American novelist best known for her compelling and
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